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The problem of finding the cycle representatives of a cyclic code is considered. 
In a recent paper, Tavares, Allard and Shiva, provided a solution to this 
problem for all cyclic codes having a parity check polynomial which satisfies 
either of the following conditions: (i) h(x) consists entirely of factors having 
exponent n, (ii) the exponents of the factors of h(x) are relatively prime to each 
other. For other cyclic codes, the solution remained incomplete. In this 
paper we provide a complete solution f the problem. 
INTRODUCTION 
I t  is well known that  cyclic codes can be decomposed into  equivalence 
classes consist ing of codewords that  are cyclic shifts of one  another .  Such 
equivalence classes are called cycles. The  size of an equ iva lence  class is 
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termed its period. A problem that arises naturally is that of finding one 
representative (codeword) of every cycle in the code. This problem has 
received attention on the part of several authors (e.g., see MacWilliams, 1965; 
Seguin, 1970; and Goethals, 1966a). In a recent paper, Tavares, Allard and 
Shiva (1971) provided a solution to this problem for all (n, k) cyclic codes 
having a parity check polynomial h(x) which satisfies either of the following 
conditions: 
(i) h(x) consists entirely of factors having exponent n, 
(ii) the exponents of the factors of h(x) are relatively prime. 
For other cyclic codes, the solution remained incomplete. In this paper 
we provide a complete set of cycle representatives for the binary case. 
DEFINITIONS AND 1NOTATIONS 
Let g(x) be the generator polynomial of an (n, k) cyclic code V 0 over GF(2), 
n odd, having as parity check polynomial h(x) ~- hl(x ) h2(x ) ... hr(x), where 
hi(x), i = 1, 2 , . ,  r, are irreducible polynomials of degree rn i and exponent 
e i . The following definitions are made by way of introducing the necessary 
notation. 
M~* is the set of all nonzero elements of the minimal ideal Mi,  generated 
by the polynomial (x '~ + 1)~hi(x), and having idempotent Ei(x). 
(xEi(x)) is the cyclic group generated by xEt(x). 
~i(x) Ei(x) is a generator of the factor group Mi*/(xEi(x)). 
Vi is the subcode of V 0 generated by 
g~(x) = g(x) hl(x ) h2(x) "" h~(x ).
Vi_l -- Vi is the set of code words that are contained in Vi_ 1 but not 
in Vi.  
CYCLES OF CYCLIC CODES 
In this section, we review briefly previous work done in this area, not only 
for the sake of completeness but also as being relevant o the development 
of the main result of the paper. 
The n-tuple C(x) and all its distinct cyclic shifts, generate a cycle of 
period e, where e is the smallest integer such that 
C(x) ~-xeC(x) mod(x ~-  1). 
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Furthermore, it can be shown (Goethals, 1966a) that all the cycles of Mi* 
have period ei, which is the exponent of hi(x ). The problem that we are 
considering is that of generating one representative of all the cycles of Vo. 
Clearly the collection of sets V 0 --  V1, V 1 --  V 2 ,..., V r -1 -  Vr, V~, 
where Vr represents the all-zero codeword defines a partition on the code 
V 0 . Tavares et al., gives a method for obtaining the cycle representatives 
of Vi -1 -  Vi ,  i <~ r, subject to a certain condition. We summarize their 
result in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. I f  e i = n, the set Vi + Mi*/(xEi(x)) consists of all the 
distinct cycle representatives of V,_ 1 -- V i . 
For a code whose parity check polynomial consists entirely of factors 
having exponent n, it is possible by an application of Theorem 1, to obtain 
all the cycles of the code. For those cases where ei =~ n, the problem of 
finding the cycles of Vi -1 -  Vi analytically, as pointed out in a previous 
paper (Tavares et al., 1971), remained generally unsolved. In fact, the 
solution is dependent on a further partitioning of Vi -1 -  Vi ,  as will be 
shown. 
PARTITIONING CYCLIC CODES 
In this section, a partition is defined on the set of all binary n-tuples, 
in such a way, that every element of the partition is a group under multi- 
plication mod(x ~ --  1). We state the following lemma without proof. 
LEMMA 1 (Goethals, 1966b). The set of elements consisting of the sum 
M~ + M?~ + ... + M~ = a(il,12 ..... is) 
is a group under multiplication mod(x ~ --  1), of order I M.* I I M.* I ""1 M.* l, 
and all its cycles have period given by LCM(eil  , ei2 , . . .  , el8 ). 
Here I M~I indicates the order of M~,  and ei~ is the period of all its 
cycles. Because of the nature of these groups, it can be shown (Goethals, 
1966b) that, in fact, they partition any cyclic subspace. It follows, then, 
that V~_ 1 -- Vi can also be partioned into such multiplicative groups, the 
following theorem and its corollary characterizes those groups belonging 
to V~_~- Vi.  
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THEOREM 2. Let the codes Vi-1 and Vi be generated by the polynomials 
g(x) ha(x) ' "  hi_a(X ) and g(x) ha(x)"" h,(x), respectively. Then 
Vi-a -- Vi = Mi* + Vi .  
Proof. Since every ideal can be expressed as the sum of its minimal 
ideals (e.g,, MacWilliams, 1965), we must have 
Vi ---- Mi+l + M~+z -}- -.. + Mr ,  (1) 
and 
Vi_ 1 -= M i @ Mi+l @ ... @ Mr .  
From the definition of Vi_ 1 -- Vt , it must be that Mi* -}- Vi ~ Vi_l -- V i .  
However, by the fact that 
IM i* -kV i f  =(2  ~- l )  lV i l  =2~lv i l - i v i l  
= IV i _a ] - - Ig i I  = IV  i _1 -  Vii ,  
it follows that Vi-a -- Vi = Mi* -t- Vi .  
It  is not hard to show that (1) can be rewritten as 
vi = U ( i÷aM +a + +. . .  +  rMr*), (2) 
where ~i+5 ,J  = I, 2,..., r - -  i, can be either I or O, and k) is the usual symbol 
for the union operation. However, because of Lemma I, we can now interpret 
(2) as equating Vi to the union of 2 ~-i nonintersecting multiplicative groups, 
corresponding to the 2 r-i possible choices for ($i+1, ~i+2 ,..., St)" 
For the purpose of simplifying the notation, we write 
3~+aM?+~ + 3~+eM~+2  "" + 3rM~* = G(i a , i 2 ,...,/e-i)), 
where 
i j= i -~ j  if 3~+~ = 1, 
=0 if 3i+J =0,  
for j = 1, 2,..., ( r -  i). To avoid any ambiguity, M 0 is defined as the all 
zero codeword, and e o its period, is 1. We have 
COROLLARY 1. 
Vi-1 -- Vi = U G(i, ia , i 2 ,..., @_~)) 
for the 2 r-i possible choices of (il, iz ,..., i(r_i) ). 
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Proof. By Theorem 2, gi-1 -- Vi = Mi*  + Vi .  Furthermore, since 
Vi = U G(i l ,  i2 ,..., i(~_i)) for the 2 *'-i possible choices of (il, i2,..., i(~_i)), the 
corollary follows upon noting that 
Mi* 4- G(il , i2 .... , @-i)) = G(i, il , i 2 ,..., i(r-i)). 
Having characterized those groups which define a partition on Vi-1 -- V i ,  
we now derive an expression for their cycle representatives. Let Cl(x), 
C2(x),..., CN(x), be the cycle representatives of the group G(i~, i 2 ,..., i(~_i)  
all having period e. The following theorem enables us to obtain the cycle 
representatives of the group Mi* 4- G(ia, i2 ,..., i(~_i)). 
THEOREM 3. 
are given by 
The cycle representatives of the group 
Mi*  4- G(il , i2 ,..., i(r_i)), 
x'C~(x) + ~?(x) E,(x), (3) 
where ~i(x) Ei(x) is a generator of Mi*/ fxEi(x)) ,  j ---- 1, 2 , . ,  (2 *", -- l)/e i , 
k = 1, 2, 3,..., N,  l = O, 1, 2,..., [GCD(e~, e) --1]. 
Proof. The number of elements obtained from (1) is 
] a(ia, i2 ..... i(~-i))] [ Mi* ] GCD(e~, e) = ] G(i 1 , i 2 ..... i(~-i))t [ Mi*  [ 
eei LCM(e i ,  ei~, ei~ ,..., ei(~_,)) 
which corresponds to the number of cycle representatives in the group 
Mi* + G(i l ,  i2 ,..., i(r_i)), by Lemma 1. We need, therefore, only to prove 
that all the elements, obtained through (3), in fact belong to distinct cyclic 
classes. We shall prove this by contradiction. 
Let the two distinct elements 
~l(x) E,(x) + xZ'C,~(x) and @(x) E,(x) + xZ~Cs~(x), 
obtained through (3), belong to the same cycle. This means that there exists 
a t such that 
x '~(x)  E,(x) + x*+~'Cs~(x) = ~(x)  E~(x) + x~°C~(x). (4) 
However, because of the orthogonality of the minimal ideals (MacWilliams, 
1965), (4) cannot be valid if j l  =# j~ and/or s1 =# s 2 . Therefore, (4) reduces to 
x%J(x) Ei(x) + x~+~C,(~) = ~?(x) E,(~) + ~C~(x). (5) 
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Further, since o~i(x ) Ei(x) Cs(x) = 0 mod(x ~ -- 1), we must have t = qe i . 
Using this fact in (5), we get 
C~(x)(x ~'+'~-'~ - - 1) = 0. 
Here, because C~(x)(x ~-  1)= 0, we must have qe¢ ~- l  1 - - l  a = ce. But 
GCD(e, ei)] e and GCD(e, ei)l ei . Therefore, it follows that GCD(e, el) 
divides ] l 1 --  l 2 I. Here ] l 1 --  l~ I < GCD(e, el) since l < GCD(e, el). Thus 
l 1 has to be equal to l~. This implies that the two elements chosen were the 
same and this is a contradiction. Hence the theorem. 
Theorem 1 is, in fact, a special case of Theorems 2, 3 and Corollary 1, when 
e~ = n. Furthermore, from Theorems 3 and Corollary 1, it is seen that when 
LCM(e i  , ei~ ,..., ei(~. ~)) = e~eq ,..., ei(,. ~) , the cycles of Vi-1 -- Vi are given 
simply by 
M~*/<xE~(x)> + 3~+,M[+l/<XE~+,(x)> @ ... 4- 3~M~*/<xE~(x)>, (6) 
where the 3's are either 1 or 0, a case already discussed by Tavares et al. (1971). 
FINDING THE CYCLES OF A CYCLIC CODE 
In this section, we present an algorithm for obtaining the cycles of a cyclic 
code, based on the preceding results. Let the code be generated by the 
polynomial g(x) = x n --  1/h(x), and h(x) = hl(x ) ha(x ) "" h~,(x) be the prime 
factorization of h(x). We proceed to obtain the cycles of the sets Vi-1 --  V i ,  
for i = 1, 2,..., r as follows. 
I f  the exponent of hi(x) is n, Theorem 1 is applied. I f  not, we check to see 
if LCM(e i ,  ell ,..., e%_~))-= eieil ..... ei(,,_~>. I f  so, (6) is applied. I f  not, 
the cycles of Vi -1 -  Vi must be found through Theorems 2 and 3. Now 
Theorem 3, as stated, is clearly iterative, so that an expression for the cycles 
of the groups belonging to Vi -1 -  Vi can be obtained, in terms of the 
primitive elements of the minimal ideals of the code Vi ,  and that of the group 
Mi*.  By way of example, let G(i, i l ,  i2) belong to Vi-1 --  Vt. From Theorem 
3, o~ll(x) Eil(x ) + x~lC~(x) defines all the cycles of G(i i , i2)  , where 
j l  = 1, 2 , . ,  (2~1- -  1)/e~l, k = 1 ,2 , . ,  [M~ ]/ei~, and II = 0, 1, 2,..., 
[GCD(eq,  ei2 ) --  1]. Again applying Theorem 3, the cycles of G(i, i l ,  i2) 
are given by o~i(x) Ei(x) + z~n x • x q( ) Ei~(x) + x~+nCk(x), where j l ,  ll and k 
are as defined previously and j i  = 1, 2,..., (2 m~ - -  1)/ei, l -~ O, 1, 2,..., 
[GCD(ei,  ei~, ei~) --  1]. In this manner, all the cycles of Vi-1 --  Vi can be 
obtained. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The problem of finding the cyclic class representatives of a cyclic code 
has been examined and a solution provided for the binary case. The gerteral- 
ization over GF(q) follows parallel ines. The generation of the cycles depends, 
however, on obtaining a primitive element of the groups Mi*, i ~ 1, 2,..., r 
a task that usually involves considerable computational difficulties, and 
which must be taken into account when applying the preceding results. 
In this context, an algorithm for obtaining primitive elements of finite fields 
would be of great value. Finally, knowledge of cycle representatives can be 
of value when dealing with such problems as weight distribution of cyclic 
codes (Goethals, 1966a; Seguin, 1970), and synchronization (Tavares and 
Fukada, 1970; Golomb and Welch, 1958; Reed 1971). 
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